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3.-AETIOLOGY
The disease has been described in all temperate zones of the world, but Geographical
there are very few records of its occurrence in the tropics, and most of dlstribution
these are unsatisfactory, possibly due to the difficulty of diagnosis from
the numerous other glandular enlargements which are common in hot
countries.
The glandular type is commonest between the ages of five and fifteen Age Incidence
years. In adults it tends to be mild and abortive. The anginose and febrile
types are commonest between the ages of fifteen and thirty years; they
may also occur in younger children but are rarely of the same severity.
Probably no age is immune to any of the types. The sexes are equally Sex
liable.
There is some evidence that the causal agent may be a protozoon of Causal agent
the genus Toxoplasma, and by the injection of blood taken from a human unknown
subject early in the disease Bland produced pyrexia and lymphocytosis
in rabbits and monkeys and transmitted the infection to a second
generation; but further investigations are required. The earlier accounts
of the isolation of various cocci may now be neglected.
The degree of infectivity is not high, and it is comparatively uncommon Infectivity
for more than one case to occur in a household, although many examples
to the contrary exist. Susceptibility appears to be almost universal; if
two or three cases develop in a school, a high proportion of other
children tend to be infected. It is possible that infectivity is almost con-
fined to the earlier stages. It has been stated that sporadic cases tend to
be more severe than those which occur in epidemics, but of this there
is little evidence, and it is more probable that only the severer forms
are diagnosed among sporadic cases.
4.-MORBID ANATOMY
Owing to the low mortality very few necropsies have been performed,
and these have nearly all been on patients who have died from some
septic complication. Most of the glands removed by biopsy have been
from cases of the glandular type at the stage of lymphocytosis, and in Glandular
these the most marked change is lymphoid hyperplasia. Glands have type
been removed more recently from several cases of the febrile type and
these show hyperplasia of the reticulo-endothelium. A gland removed Febrile type
by Pratt in the later stage of this type mainly showed increased fibrous
tissue and diminution of lymphoid tissue. There is not any reliable
information on the condition of the bone marrow.
5-CLINICAL PICTURE, COURSE AND PROGNOSIS
Three clinical groups may be described: (1) the glandular orPfeiffer's type,
(2) the anginose type, and (3) the febrile type. All intermediate forms
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